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AdvBCT Overview:

 Goals: focus on the process of retrieval model upgrade. 

1. Compatibility: Keep features consistent between two models to save time and resources during backfilling.

2. Disparity: Do not  sacrifice the retrieval performance of the new model.

 Contributions:

1. Adversarial learning: minimize the gap between two feature spaces.

2. An elastic boundary constraint:  balance disparity and compatibility.

3. Outperform other 4 methods in most allocation types .
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learning



Backward-Compatible Learning

Task: Ensure the compatibility of embedding representations 

between models. The new model can directly replace the old one 

and the embeddings of images in stock are updated on-the-fly.

Related Works:

1. point-to-point based(p2p): 

constraint old embeddings and new embeddings

2. point-to-set based(p2s): 

constraint old class centers and new embeddings

Figure 2. Distributions of the old embeddings 
and new embeddings without compatibility.

Figure 1. The process of the compatible upgrade



AdvBCT Pipeline: 

Classification Module: Ensure the discrimination of new embeddings
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Adversarial Compatible Module: A discriminator to minimize the gap between two embedding 
spaces of two models   

Boundary-aware Compatible Module: Balance disparity and compatibility 
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 Why p2s constraint:

1. Applied to all pairs of samples, psp is influenced by outliers.

2. p2p constraint can be bounded by p2s constraint.

If compatible, the positive pairs and negative pairs should satisfy:

(p2p constraint)

According to the triangle inequality:

(p2s constraint)

 Why elastic boundary:
Boundary-aware Compatible Module:

Define ��(�) as cluster centers � =
{�1, �2, . . . , ��} of the training data.

We can define p2s constraint as
||��(��) −��(��)||2 < �푚���

�푚���  represents the maximum distance of class �

Corner cases and outliers will make the 
distribution looser which leads to a larger 
�풎��� .
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Benchmarks and Metrics

 Extended-data:

 ���� = 30% �푚����,���� = 100% �푚����
 Extenede-class:

 ���� = 30%푐������,���� = 100%푐������
 Extended-backbone (class): 

• Extended-class and ���� = 푅��18, ���� = 푅��50
 Extended-backbone (data): 

• Extended-data and ���� = 푅��18, ���� = 푅��50

 Data Allocation Types

Train on GLDv2.
Test on RParis, ROxford, and GLDv2 test

 Metrics

�(��, ��;�,�) represents the mAP with the 

setting that embeddings of  � and embeddings 

of G are extracted by �� and �� respectively. 



Experiments

The compatible training benchmark testing on BCT, LCE, Hot-refresh, UniBCT, and AdvBCT



Experiments
 Ablation Study

Comparison results of different components in Extended-data (left) and Extended-class (right) 

The converge trend of 5 methodsThe influence of parameter t in Extended-class



Conclusions

1. To better ensure compatibility, we designed the adversarial and boundary-aware 

compatible modules.

2. Adversarial compatible module aims to pull the embedding distributions of the old 

and new models close.

3. Boundary-aware compatible module is used to obtain a suitable boundary to 

constrain distance relationship between the new and old embeddings

4. We establish a comprehensive benchmark for subsequent researchers to handily 

contribute to the field.



Thanks for watching


